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A programming logic for Fw 

Erik Poll* 

Abstract. A programming logic is defined in which F", programs can be 
specified and proven correct. Both the programming language and the logic 
are typed lambda calculi and can be defined as Pure Type Systems. Pro
grams and correctness proofs, as well as types and specifications, are strictly 
separated. 
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1 Introduction 

Typed lambda calculi can be viewed as typed functional programming languages, 
or, by the Curry-Howard-de Bruijn isomorphism, as logics. The first interpretation 
- A-terms are programs and types are data types - has led to the design of powerful 
type systems for programming languages (see for instance [Rey85] [Car89]). The 
second interpretation - types are propositions and A-terms are proofs - is the basis 
of several systems for the development and mechanical verification of mathematical 
proofs, such as AUTO MATH [dB80], Martin-Lof's Type Theory [ML79] and the 
Calculus of Constructions [CH88]. 

Such a formalism, in which proofs, programs, types and propositions can be 
expressed, can be a suitable basis for a programming logic, a system in which we 
can express properties of programs and prove that certain programs satisfy certain 
specifications. 

Most research on programming logics based on type theory concerns so-called 
integrated programming logics. Here the Curry-Howard-de Bruijn isomorphism is 
exploited by identifying the notions of program and proof and the notions of type 
and specification (to a certain extent). This idea dates back to Heyting's semantics 
of constructive proofs: a constructive proof H of Vx:p. pre(x) =} 3y:". post(x,y) 
contains an algorithm which, giv~n a term x and a proof Hz of pre(x), returns a 
term y and a proof Hy of post(x, V). The type of H gives all the relevant information 
about H; it is its specification. SqfficientIy expressive type systems, such as Martin
Lo['s Type Theory and the Calculus of Constructions, can be used as programming 
logics in this way. 

The main problem with this approach is that proofs contain redundant infor
mation. Typically, a large part of H is devoted to the computation of H y , and as 
programmers we are only interested in y. As a result, H is inefficient and difficult to 
read. 

There are different ways to get rid of these irrelevant computations. For Martin
Lof's Type Theory subset types have been introduced to hide computational infor
mation (see [NPS90]). Another possibility is program extraction. [PM89] describes 
this approach for the Calculus of Constructions: from a proof of 
(Vx:p. pre (x) =} 3y:". post(x,y)) an Fw program f of type p -+" and a proof HJ 
ofVx:p. pre (x) =} post(x,f(x)) can be extracted. In both solutions the distinction 
between data types and propositions resurfaces. 

Instead, we investigate a programming logic based on type theory where pro
gramming language and logic are strictly separated. So instead of first constructing 
a proof H and then extracting f and HJ, we directly construct the program f and 
its correctness proof H J. This approach is also considered in [BM90]. Programs and 
their types, as well as specifications and proofs, are all terms in a typed lambda 
calculus. 

Apart from avoiding the need for program extraction, an advantage is that the 
program under construction is clearly visible at all times. Design choices can then be 
made not only on the basis of the specification, but also on the basis of an operational 
understanding of the algorithm a~d efficiency considerations. 

We define a AWL, consisting ofa programming language and a logic. The system 
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is a refinement of the Calculus of Constructions, in which data types and propositions 
are distinguished, and the possible dependencies are restricted. In particular, we do 
not allow programs and their types to depend on propositions or proofs. The system 
can be compactly defined as a Pure Type System (PTS) (see [Bar92]). 

The programming language is the PTS AW, Girard's system Fw. The same lan
guage is used as the basis for the programming languages Quest [Car89] and LEAP 
[PL89]. It is the strongest system in Barendregt's A-cube without term dependent 
types. This means there are no computations on terms just for the sake of type 
checking which are irrelevant for computing the output. There are representations 
for many data types in AW, including abstract data types (see [BB85] and [MP88]). 

Although we have programs and separate correctness proofs, we do want to 
construct these hand in hand, instead of first constructing a program and afterwards 
proving its correctness. "\w,II-programs can be annotated in "\w,IIL. This annotation 
gives information about a program that cannot be expressed in its type, but which 
can be expressed by a proposition. For a program f of type", this annotation consists 
of a proof HJ that f satisfies some property ¢>. This property (or specification) ¢> is 
a predicate on the type ", and HJ is a proof of the proposition (¢> I). For example, 
for a program f of type int/ist -+ int/ist, the annotation could be a proof of the 
proposition (III: intlist. sorted(f(l)) 1\ permut(lJ(/))). 

2 Pure Type Systems 

Pure Type Systems, introduced by Berardi and Terlouw, are a generalization of 
the systems in Barendregt's A-cube. See [Bar92] for a discussion of PTS's and their 
properties. 

Definition 1 (Pure Type Systems). 
A Pure Type System (PTS) is specified by a triple (8, A, R) with 

• S is a set of symbols called the sorts 
• A ~ S X S , a set of axioms 
• R ~ S x 5 , a set of rules 2 

The set of terms M and contexts r is given by 

M ::= x I s I (MM) I (Ax:M. M) I (JIx:M. M) 
r ::=f I r,x:M 

where x is a variable and 8 is a sort. For type judgements of the form r f- b : B - in 
context r term B is the type of term b - we have the following derivation rules 

(axiom) 

(8tart) 

(weakening) 

(formation) 

f f- 81 : 8, 

rf-A:8 
r,x:AFx:A 

rf-b:B rf-A:s 
l',x: A F b: B 

r f- A : 81 r, x : A f- B : S2 

r f- (nx:A.BJ: 82 

for SI : 8, E A 

where x is r-fresh 

where x is r-fresh 

2 In [Bar92J PTS rules are triples (Sl! 82, S3)' but here this simpler definition suffices. 
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(bt t · ) r,x:Al-b:B rl-(llx:A.B):s 
a s rae lOn r I- (Ax:A. b): (llx:A. B) 

(application) r I- b : (11 x: A. B) r I- a : A 
r I- ba : B[x :- aJ 

rl-b:B rl-B':s B-B' 
(conversion) r I- b : B' 

where s ranges oyer sorts, i.e. s E S! and == is ,B-equality. 

Notation. r I- A : B : C is short for r I- A : B and r I- B : C. We write -»p for 
.B-reduction. 

Ifx does not occur free in B, (llx:A. B) is written as A->B. For (S"S2) E R 
we simplify the formation rule to 

r I- A : 8, r I- B : 82 

r I- A -> B : B2 

if there are no terms A and B such that r I- A : 8, and r, x : A I- B : S2 with x 
occurring free in B. 

Many well-known type systems can be defined as PTS. For example: 

Definition2 (.\ _, .\2, .\"" .\C). 
Church's simply typed>' calculus is the PTS .\ _ 

S={*,O}, A={*:o}, R={(*,*)} 

The second order typed lambda calculus (system F) is the PTS A2 

S={*,O}, A={o:o}, R={(*,*),(O,*)} 

Girard's system Fw is the PTS .\'" 

S = {*,O}, A= {o: O}, R= {(*,*),(O,*),(O,O)} 

The Calculus of Constructions is the PTS .\C 

S={*,O}, A={*:o}, R=S2 

The system AWL contains two copies of AW. One is a programming language -
terms are programs and types are data types -, the other is a logic - terms are 
proofs and types are propositions -. First we discuss these two interpretations of 
.\"'. All sorts get a subscript B (for Bet) for the first interpretation, and a subscript 
p (for proposition) for the second. 
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3.1 AW as a programming language: AW. 

AW. is the PTS 

S = {o" D.}, A = {o. : D.}, R = {(o" _.), (0" •• ), (0" o.n 
Three levels of expressions can be distinguished: kinds, constructors and programs. 

The kinds are expressions I< such that r f- 1<: D •. The rule (0" D.) controls the 
formation of kinds: 

(
0 ) r f- 1<1 : D. r f- 1<2 : D. 

"0,, r I- K1 ---+- 1'1:2 : 0" 

The kinds are generated by I< ::= '. I I< - 1<. This includes '" the type of data types, 
*, -+ *"J the type of functions from data types to data types, and *" --. * ... -+ *" 
the type of binary functions from data types to data types. 

The construc/ors are expressions u that have a kind as their type, i.e. r f- u : I< : O. 

for some 1<. This includes the data types (inhabitants of 0.), the functions from data 
types to data types, e.g. list, and the binary functions from data types to data types, 
e.g. + and x. 

The programs are expressions m such that r I- m : q : *" for some data type (T. 

There are two rules for the formation of data types. These correspond to the two 
forms of abstraction in programs, which are 

• abstraction over a data type, Le. (Ax:u . ... ) where u: 0 •. 

• abstraction over a kind, i.e. (An: K. . .. ) where K : 0,. Since *" : OIl! this in-
cludes abstraction over all data types, as for example in the polymorphic identity 
(Aa,* •. Ax:a. x). 

The rule (''''') allows the formation of function types, used to type the first form 
of abstraction 

( ) r f- p : 0. r f- U : 0. 
*,,*, r r p -+ (T : *" 

p -+ U is the type of functions from p to cr. 

The rule (0" ") allows the formation of polymorphic data types, used to type 
the second form of abstraction 

(0" •• ) 
r I- K, : Os r, a : K I- (1 : *" 

rf- (lla:I<. u):" 

For example, (lla,* •. a _ a) IS a polymorphic data type (it is the type of the 
polymorphic identity). 
Convention. Ie, K1! K2 range over kinds; p, u, T range over constructors; (x, j3 range 
over constructor-variables; m, n, f range over programs. 

In '\w there are representations of many data types such as booleans, integers, 
products, sums, lists and trees. In fact, all free term algebras can be represented (see 
[BBB5]). 
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3.2 >.w as a logic: >.wp 

>.wp is the PTS 

The three levels of expressions are called prop-kinds, prop-constructors and proofs. 
The prop-kinds are expressions <P such that r I- <P : Op. The rule (op, op) controls 

the formation of prop-kinds: 

r I- <PI : op r I- <P2 : op 

r I- <PI - <P2 : op 

This means the prop-kinds are generated by <P ::= *p I <P _ <P. This includes 
*p, the type of propositions, *p -+ *p 1 the type of functions from propositions to 
propositions, and *p ---+ *p ---+ *pl the type of binary functions from propositions to 
propositions. 

The prop-constructors are expressions </> that have a prop-kind as their type, i.e. 
r I- </> : <P : op for some <P. This includes the propositions (inhabitants of *p), the 
functions from propositions to propositions, e.g. -', and the binary functions from 
propositions to propositions, e.g. V and 1\. 

The proofs are expressions H such that r I- H : </> : *p for some proposition </>. 

There are two rules for the formation of propositions. The rule (*p, *p) allows 
the formation of implication 

r I- </> : *p r I- 1/; : *p 

r I- </> '* 1/; : *p 

The rule (op, *p) allows higher order quantification 

r I- <P : op r, a : <P I- </> : *p 
rl- (lfa:<P.</»: *p 

'* and If are just other notations for _ and II. Since *p : Op, the last rule allows 
universal quantification over all propositions (second order logic). This makes it 
possible to express for example an introduction rule of V inside the system, viz. by 
the proposition ('11> '*p. If1/; '*p' </> :} (</l V 1/;)). 
Convention. 4', 4Jll (jj2 range over prop-kinds; cp,1j; range over prop-constructors; 
H, H f range over proofs. 

Conjunction and disjunction can be defined in >'wp . These encodings are ex
actly those of + and x in >.w,. Also, we can define True =d'l (If</>:*p.</> '* </», 
False =d'f (If</>: *p. </l), and ~ =d'f (>'</l: *p. </> '* False) : *p - *po Then True is prov
able, as is (VifJ:*p. False ~ ¢). There is no reason to restrict ourselves to intuition
istic logic, so the axiom dbng: (If</>:*p. (~~</» '* </» can be assumed. 
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The programming logic AWL consists of a programming language - AW,,- and a logic, 
in which properties of programs can be expressed. )."'p is part of the logic. )."'p alone 
does not suffice as logic; some PTS-rules have to be added. 

To allow universal quantification over a data type and over a kind in propositions, 
the rules (0" op) and (0" op) are added. 

(0 0) r I- u : 0, r, x : u I- 1> : or 
',p rl-(Vx:u.1»,*p 

(
0 *) r I- I< : 0, r, a : I< I- 1> : *r 
"p rl-(Va:I<.1»,*p 

Since *, : 0", the second rule allows for instance quantification over all data types, 
i.e. (Va ,*,. . .. ) 

The type of predicates on (J' is u ---+ *p, i.e. predicates are propositional valued 
functions. For example, the ordering :5 on natural numbers is a binary predicate on 
the type nat, i.e. :::;: nat __ nat __ *p. Equality is a polymorphic binary predicate on 
data types, = : (II a ",. a -> a -> op). 

U --+ *Pl (J' ---+ U ---+ *p and (JIll': *".0' ---+ (l' --+ *p) are all prop-kinds, i.e. they have 
type Dp. The formation of the first two requires the rule 

( D) r I- u : 0, r I- <I> : Dr 
*", p l' F (J' ---+?P : Dp 

The formation of (Ila,.,. a -> a -> *p) also requires the rule 

(
0 D) r I- I< : 0, r,": I< I- <I> : Dr 
"p rl-(Ila:I<.<I»:Dp 

The standard second-order logic definitions can now be used to define existen
tial quantifications (3x : CT. 1» and (3a : 0,. 1» in terms of implication and (sec
ond order) quantification over propositions. Inductive definitions can be coded as 
in the Calculus of Constructions (see [PPM90j). For example, Leibniz equality, 
=L: (Ila,.,. a ->" -> 'p), can be defined as 

Aa,.,. Ax,y:a. (V1>:a -> op. (1)x):} (1)y)) 

=L will be written infix: instead of (=L u m n) we write (m =. n). 

We have now discussed all the rules of .\"'L: 

Definition3. )."'L is PTS 

S = {o.,D"op,Dp} 

A = {(*, : 0,) , (*p : Dp)} 

R = {(D" 0,), 
(0,,0,), (0,,0,), 

(D"Dp),(o"Dp), (Dp,Dp), 
(D"op), (."op), (Dp,op), (op,*p)} 
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So AWl L consists of 

• AWl, for programs and their types: {(D" 0,), (0" 0,), (0" o,H 
• AWlp for the propositions and their proofs: {(Dp, Dp), (Dp, 0p), (Op, opH 
• all possible dependencies of propositions and proofs on programs and types: 

{(D" Dp), (0" 0,), (0" Dp), (0" opH 

AWl L does not have all possible rules. It does not have the rules 

• (0" 0,) - the program/term dependent types. 
This is because we have chosen .xt.rJ and not )'C as programming language. 

• (op, Dp) - the proof dependent propositions. 
We are only interested in proving properties of programs (i.e. m with m: u: *,) 
and not in proving properties of proofs (i.e. H with H : </> : 0p), so there is no 
need for proof dependent propositions. 

• (? p, ?,) - the proposition/proof dependent programs/types. 

Because we do not have any rules of the form (? p, ? $)' '\w L is a conservative extension 
of the programming language: 

Lemma 4. Suppose r I->'''L a : A with r I- >'WL A '*" r f-,wL A : 0" or A :; 0,. 

Then I r I,I->.ws a : A, 

h I I d I A I {
I r I" x : A if r I- A : *, or r I- A : 0, 

were ',=', an r, x : ,= I r I, if r I- A :Op or r I- A : Dp 

Proof. Induction on the derivation of r I- a : A. 

If we forget about the subscripts p and s, it is a subsystem of AC: 

Lemma 5. If r f-).WL a: A then I r I I->.e I a I : I A L 
where I z I is z with 0 substituted for 0, and 0p, and ° substituted for 0, and Dp. 

Proof Trivial. 

So all AWL-terms are strongly normalising, and that AWL is consistent, in the sense 
that not all propositions are provable (False, defined as (V</> '*p. </», is not provable). 

4 Program and proof development in .xWL 

AW, programs and types can be annotated in AWL. For a Aw,-program this anno
tation is a proof that the program satisfies a certain property. This property is a 
predicate on the type of the program. A AWI,-type is annotated with a predicate on 
that type (a specification). 

)"c.tJ L annotation 

type u, r ~ u : *" predicate P, r r P : (J ---.. *p 

program m, r I- m: (1": 0, proof H m, r I- Hm : (P m) : op 

The task of finding a program that satisfies a given specification is the following: 
given: a type (1", r I- iT: *", and a specification P, r r P: u ~ *p 

find: a program m, r I- m: (1", and a proof Hm , r I- Hm : (P m). 
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For every derivation rule in .\.w,,! there is a corresponding derivation rule in .\.WL 

dealing with these annotations. 
Aw,-type derivation rules give the type of a program in terms of the types of 

its component parts. The corresponding .\.wL-derivation rules give a proof that this 
program satisfies a specification in terms of proofs that its component parts satisfy 
certain specifications. These rules can be used to develop a program together with 
its correctness proof. 

The specification may have to be of a certain form in order to apply the corre
sponding AWL-rule. For Aw,-rules for forming a type there is a corresponding rule in 
AWL for forming specifications on that type, which yields specifications of the right 
form. 

4.1 Function types 

First we investigate these rules for function types and the associated forms of ab
straction and application. To distinguish programming language and logic .\.w,,
judgements are written in boldface. 
Abstraction. Suppose we want a program f and a proof H, such that 

rf-/:p-+IT r I- H, : (Vz:p. P z =? Q z (Jz)) 

where r I- p ~ u : *" r I- P : p ~ *p and r I- Q : p ~ u ~ 'p. 
We can try a program of the form (AZ :p. m) for some m. We then have to find 

a term m and a proof H m such that 

(i) r, z : p f- m : IT (ii) r,z :p,H.: pz I- Hm: Qzm 

From (i) it then follows that (h :p. m) has the right type and from (ii) it follows 
that it satisfies the specification 

r f- (Az : p. m) : p -+ IT 

rl-(AZ:p.AH.:Pz.Hm): (V,,:p.Pz=?Qzm) 

'" (Vz:p. P z =? Q" ((AX:p. m)z)) 

Application. Suppose we want a program m and a proof Hm such that 

rf-m:IT rI-Hm:Q'm 

where r I- u : *, and r I- Q' : u ~ 'p. 
We can try a program of the form In, with n possibly occurring in the specifica

tion Q'. Then for some P:'" P: p ~'p and Q: p ~ u ~'p such that (Q n) '" Q' 
we have to find a program n with a proof H n such that 

(i) r f- n : p (ii) rl- Hn: Pn 

and a program f with a proof H, such that 

(iii) r f- / : p -+ IT (iv) rl- H,: (Vz:p. pz =? Qz(Jz)) 
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From (i) and (iii) it follows that In has the right type, and from (ii) and (iv) it 
follows that In satisfies the specification Q: 

r I- In : IT r f- HlnHn : (Q n (In)) '" (Q'(ln)) 

The examples above lead to the derived AWL-rules rules for function types and 
the associated forms of application and abstraction given below, For the formation 
of function types 

r I- p : *, rl-p:p-->.p 
r,;t : p f- (T : *" 
r I- p -+ u : *8 

r, x : p f- Q' : u --> 'r 
r f- (>.j:p --> u, Vx :p, P x=> Q'(lx)) : (p --> u) --> 'p 

Note that x may occur in Q', whereas x cannot occur in (J'. This is made more 
explicit by using a predicate Q such that r f- Q : p --> u --> 'p instead of a predicate 
Q' such that r, x : p f- Q' : u --> 'p, and replacing Q' by (Q x), 

For r f- p : *" u : *, and r f- P : p --> 'p, Q : p --> u --> 'p we have the following 
coupled derivation rules 

r,z:pl-m:lT 
r I- (AZ:p. m): p --> IT 

rl-/:p-+lT 
rl-n:p 
r I- In : IT 

All these rules are derivable in AWL. 

4.2 Polymorphic types 

r, x: p, Hx : P x f- Hm : Q x m 
rf-(>'x:p, >'Hx:Px, Hm) : 

(Vx:p. P x => Q x «>.x:p, m)x)) 

r I- HI: (Vx:p, P x=> Q x (Ix)) 
rf-Hn:Pn 

In addition to function types of the form p --> u we also have polymorphic types of 
the form (lla:", u), with,,: 0" For the AW, derivation rules for these polymorphic 
types we can also give correspond,jng AWL rules: 

r, a: : 1£ I- iT : *" 
r I- (110.:1<, IT) : *, 

r,a:K.l-m:u 
r I- (Ao.:I<, m): (l1o.:#<, IT) 

rl-p:1< 
r I- I : (II 0. : #<, IT) 
r I- Ip: lTto. := p] 

F,O' : K, I- P : u --+ *p 

r f- (>.j:(lla:", u), Va:", P(la)) 
(lla:", u) --> *p 

r,a:" f- Hm: (Pm) 
r f- (>.a:", Hm): (Va:", Pm) 

'" (Va:", P«>.a:", m)an 

r f- HI: (Va:", P(la)) 
r f- HIP: P[a:= PJUp) 
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5 Some examples 

We need larger building blocks for programs than just abstraction and application. 
To prove that such programs are correct, corresponding proof rules are then needed. 
As examples, we consider the booleans and natural numbers. These can be repre
sented in AW, (see for example [BB85]). What these representations are is are not 
important here. We only have to know there are terms 

o bool: *" true: baal, false: bool and if : (1I0t'*'. bool--> Ot --> Ot --> Ot) such that 
(if Ot true m n) -+p m and (if Ot false m n) -+p n. 
For (if Ot b m n) we write if b then m else n. 

o nat '*" 0: nat, 8: nat --> nat and iter: (1I0t,*,. Ot --> (Ot --> Ot) --> (nat --> Ot)) 
such that (iter Ot m f 0) -+p a and (iter Ot m f (8 n)) -+p f(iter Ot m f n). 
Using iter iterative functions on the natural numbers can be defined: (iter Ot m f) 
is the function mapping (8'0) to (I'm). 

0+: *, -->*, -->'" in;: (lIOtl,Ot,,*,.Ot; -->(Otl + Ot,)) for iE {1,2} and 
out: (1I0t1, Ot" ")''*,. (Otl -->")') --> (Ot, -->")') --> (Otl + Ot,) -->")') such that 
(outOtIOt,")'f,12(in;Ot,Ci,a)) --»p (I;a). For (autOtlOt,jd,) we write [/,,12]. 

Because .xw" is strongly normalizing, we may assume the induction principles for 
these types: 

\14>: bool --> *p. (4) true) =? (4) false) =? (\lb: boof. (4) b)) 

1f4>: nat --> 'p. (if> 0) =? (\Ix: nat. (4) x) =? (if> (8 x))) =? (\In: nat. (if> n)) 

\lOt, {3 '*,. \14>: (Ot + (3) --> *p. 

\la: Ot. if>(in, Ot (3 a) =? \lb :{3. if>(in, Ci (3 b) =? (\Ix: Ot + {3. (if> x)) 

For il then else, iter and aut proof rules corresponding with the type derivation 
rules can be found. There are proofs Hi!, Hiter and H out such that 

T I- tT : *, 
TI-b:bool 
Tl-m:tT 
Tl-n:tT 

r I- P : bool --> u --> *p 

r I- Hm: (Ptruem) 
r I- H, : (P lalse n) 

T I- (if b then m else n) : tT r I- (H;f uP m Hm n H, b) 

r I- u : * .. 
Tl-m:tT 
Tl-f:tT-+tT 
T I- (iter tT m f) 

nat ~ iT 

r I- p + u : ." , T : *, 
TI-f:p-->T 
Tl-g:tT-+T 
T I- [f,g]: (p+ tT) -+ T 

P b (il b then m else n) 

r I- P : nat -oj. (T -+ *p 

r I- Hm : (P 0 m) 
r I- Hf : (\ly: u. \In: nat. (P n y) =? (P(8 nHI y))) 
rl-(H;,,,,,PmHmIHf) : 

(\In: nat. (P n (iter u mIn))) 

r I- P : (p + u) --> T --> *p 
r I- Hf : (\Ix :p. (P(in,P" xHI x))) 
r I- Hg : (\Ix: ". (P( in,p" x)(g x))) 
r I- (H,ut pUT P I Hf g Hg) : (\lx:p+ u. P([/,g] x)) 
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So Hi' is a proof of the following proposition: 

'rIo::*,. 'riP: bool---+ Ct ---+ *p. 

Vm:n. (Ptrue rn) =? 

Vn: n. (P false n) =? 

Vb:bool. (P b (if b then m else n)) 

The proof terms are getting very long. Fortunately, we can adopt the viewpoint 
of classical logic: it is important to know that a proposition is true, and not what a 
proof of the proposition is. Proofs terms could be omitted, abbreviating for example 

r, HI : '" I- H2 : .p to r, '" I- .p. 
Other, more specific, proof rules can be derived. For example, for if then else 

r I- CT : *. 
rl-b:bool 
rl-m:CT 
rl-n:CT 
r I- (if b then m else n) : CT 

r, H: (b =0001 true) I- Hm : (Q m) 
r,H: (b =0001 false) I- Hn: (Q n) 
rl- ... :Q(if b then m else n) 

A possible proof of Q (if b then m else n) is 
(H""Pm(AH: .... Hm)n(AH: .... Hn)bH",,), where P: bool ...... U""" *p is 
(AX: bool.Ay:u. (x ='001 b) =? (Q V)) and H"" is a proof of b =0001 b. 

A test for zero is a degenerated case of iter. We write if zero n then ml else m2 
for (iter U ml(Ax:u. m2) n) if x does not occur free in m,. For ifzero we have the 
following rules 

r I- CT : *. 
r I- n: nat 
r I- m, : CT 
r I- m, : CT 
r I- (if%ero n then m, else m,) : CT 

r I- Q: U""" *p 

r,H: (n =not 0) I- Hml : (Qmd 
r, H : (n =/=nat 0) I- Hm2 : (Q rn2) 
r I- ... : Q (ifzero n then ml else m2) 

A possible proof for Q (ifzero n then ml else m,) is 
(H""UP(AH: ... Hmd 

(AY:U.AX :naUH2 :(P x y).AH3: «5 x) =nat n).«AH: ... Hm2 )(Hn,H3))) 

nH",ll 
where P : nat ...... U ...... *p is AX: nat. >.y:u. (x =nat n) =? (Qy), Hnz is a proof of 
«5x) =nat n) =? (n =/=nat 0), and H"" is a proof of n =nat n. 

To illustrate how these rules can be used, we consider the construction of a 
program that computes n modulo 2. We define + =d'f >.n: nat. (iter nat n 5), and 
MOD=d" An,m:nat. (3d: nat. d+d+m=nat n)A(m =nat OVrn=nat= 1). 

We want a program mod and a proof H mod such that 

I-mod: nat ...... nat, Hmod : (Vn:nat. (MODn(modn))) 

We choose mod == (iter nat rno ms). We then have to find programs mo and ms and 
proofs Ho and Hs such that 

r mo: nat, 

12 



Ho : (MODO mol 

~ ms : nat -+ nat, 

Hs: (Ymn :nat. Yn:nat. (MODnmn) =:> (MOD (5 n)(ms mn))) 

For mo == 0, (MOD 0 mol can be proven. This leaves ms: we choose 
ms == (Amn :nat. msn ). We then want a program mSn and a proof HSn s.t. 

mn : nat .... mSn : nat 

mn:nat,n:nat,Hmn:(MODnmn ) f- HSn: MOD(5n)msn 

We choose mSn =- iJzero mn then modd else meven . We then have to find modd, 

m even , HQdd and Beven such that 

mn : nat r- modd : nat 

mn: nat, n: nat,Hmn : (MODn mn), H :(mn =nat 0) f- Hodd : MOD (5 n) modd 

mn : nat r- m even : nat 

mn :nat, n: nat, Hmn :(MODn mn), H: (mn "In at 0) f- H,v," : MOD (5 n) m,v,n 

Finally, for modd == 1 and meven == 0 there are such proofs Hodd and Heven. So the 
resulting program is (iter nat 0 (Amn : nat. ifzero mn then 1 else 0)) . 

6 Related work 

Although our approach is quite different from the one described in [PM89], it is 
closely related. Instead of constructing a proof in the Calculus of Constructions, and 
then extracting an Fw-program and a correctness proof, we directly construct an 
Fw program and a correctness proof. In the introduction we already motivated this 
choice. 

In [BM90] a similar approach to program construction is considered. There ECC, 
the Extended Calculus of Constructions (see [Lu089]), is used as an external pro
gramming logic, although there programming and logic language are not separated 
as in AWL. A difference is that the programs live at the predicative level of ECC 
(i.e. the data types have type 0), whereas our programs live at the impredica
tive level of Calculus of Constructions (i.e. the data types have type *). In [BM90] 
strong sums are used to form pairs of programs and proofs - called deliverables 
- and pairs of types and specifications, which can then be manipulated inside the 
system. However, a disadvantage of this is the restrictions it imposes on the form 
of programs and specifications. On a type p -+ 11 only specifications of the form 
Af:p-+l1. Yx:p. (Px)=:>(Q(fx)) with x not occurring in Q are allowed; to ex
press a relationship between the input and output of a function so-called second 
order deliverables are required. 

Dybjer has studied the use of LTC as a programming logic (see [Dyb90]). Like 
AWL, LTC contains a logic and a separate programming language, but both the logic 
and programming language are different from ours. The programming language is 
the untyped lambda calculus, so type information must be expressed in the logic. 
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7 Conclusions and directions for future research 

>"c..JL is a small, homogeneous, system, which can be defined as a single PTS. This 
means the same algorithms can be used for both (data) type checking and proof 
checking. We avoid the use of subset types and the need for program extraction. 

As illustrated in section 5, programs and their correctness proofs can be con
structed together, and proof rules for derived constructs can be obtained in a simple 
manner. Here it is convenient that higher order quantifications are allowed: the proof 
rules can be proven correct inside the system. 

The rigorous separation between programming language and logic makes it easier 
to extend the programming language without disturbing the logic, and vice versa. 
For example, a useful extension of the logic is the axiom dbng: ('v1>:.p"'1> =? 1». 

Many extensions of Aw have been proposed, that are useful for Aw as a pro
gramming language, for example subtyping, bounded quantification, records, and 
recursive types (see for instance [CWS5) [CarS9) [CMS9J). 

One useful extension of the programming language is a fixed-point combinator 
Y: (!la:.,. (a - a) ---> a). Programs are then no longer guaranteed to terminate, 
so we have to be able to reason about termination in the programming logic. To do 
this the programming logic could be extended in the style of LCF with an ordering 
!;:: (IIa:*,. Q' ----f. Ct' -+ *p), a constant 1.: (IIa:*6' a) and the associated axioms, 
including the fixed-point induction rule. 

To justify these extensions and prove consistency, a model for the programming 
language is needed in which data types are interpreted as cpos. Examples of such 
models are [BM92) and [PHtE99). 

Other type constructors such as + and x, and recursive types ({ta:.,. tT) can be 
interpreted directly by the corresponding domain theoretic notions in a A~ L model 
based on [PHtE99). We hope to discuss this in a forthcoming paper. 
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